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It’s cold outside.
The future arrives with a carapace of 
technology, but it is driven by culture. The 
idea of the future arrives long before the 
fact, made by people who are at odds with 
the present. And their future imagination, 
in turn, shapes the way the future turns 
out. 

I’m going to explore this idea through 
several sources: a BBC documentary, Synth 
Britannia, about British electronic music 
in the ‘70s and 80s; the book Analog Days, 
on the history of the Moog synthesiser; 
and Simon Reynolds’ book on post-punk, 
Rip It Up and Start Again. Quotes in italics 
are from the documentary. 

Graham Molitor teaches us that it takes 
30-80 years for a weak signal to reach the 
mainstream, but electronic music travelled 
at the speed of sound. It is around 20 years 
from RCA’s first synthesiser in New York, 
and Robert Moog and Don Buchla playing 
around with kit in their respective 
workshops, to Britain’s first electro 
number one, by Tubeway Army. (There’s a 
playlist at the end of the article.)

Sitting behind this is a theory of cultural 
change, hugely simplified:

1. There are always small cracks in 
the dominant culture;

2. Sometimes, but not often, change 
is powerful enough to expand the 
cracks enough to break through, to 
"unfreeze" the dominant system;

3. When it does, the mainstream co-
opts the change as quickly as possible  
(it is "dynamically conservative";

4. To do this it has to find ways to 
adapt to the new force of change  
(this is a complex adaptive system).

Or to put it slightly differently, systems 
and cultures are all but solid for much of 
the time, but open up at times of shock, 
soldifying again as a different but similar 
system. The story of this shock in the 
world of electronic music runs from A 
Clockwork Orange and German pioneers 
such as Kraftwerk, through the early 
British electronic groups such as Cabaret 
Voltaire, Heaven 17/Human League, 
Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Dark and 
Throbbing Gristle, to Gary Numan and 
Depeche Mode. But there’s also a literary 
connection as well, for these bands were 
influenced by Burroughs and J.G.Ballard, 
and sat in a moment of economic as well 
as cultural change.

CRACK

Mensch Machine
Ein Wesen und ein Ding
The story starts in the early ‘60s with the 
evolution of a number of competing 
competing electronic “synthesisers” (the 
name came later). The Moog was one; Don 
Buchla’s Buchla Box another. Like most 
new technologies, these early machines 
were cumbersome, expensive, and 
unreliable. They spent much of the decade 
in a complex dance with groups of 
interested users/customers (the distinction 
is always blurry in the early days of a 
technology), such as electronic composers 
and rock musicians, who were trying to 
understand what could be done with this 
emerging technology.    

The Moog got noticed commercially in 
the late ‘60s through Walter (now Wendy) 
Carlos’ recordings of synthesised Bach, 
Switched-on Bach, which led to a 
commission to write the score for Stanley 

Kubrick’s version of A Clockwork Orange, 
based on the Anthony Burgess novel and 
set in a violent, indeterminate future. 

If Wendy Carlos planted the seed, then 
the German band Kraftwerk was the 
catalyst for the explosion in electronic 
music, at least in the UK. They described 
themselves as “engineer-musicians,” and 
were  trying to craft a music that neither 
looked across the Atlantic to the US, or 
back to Germany’s recent history. As 
Wolfgang Flür says on Synth Britannia,

“We had no long hair and we didn’t wear blue 
jeans. We had grey suits and short hair, and 
we looked like the children of Werner von 
Braun or Werner von Siemens.”  

Both Kraftwerk’s form and technology 
caught the attention. Their 1974 song 
“Autobahn” ran for 22 minutes, a full side 
of an LP, with minimal lyrics that parodied 
the Beach Boys. The group’s first 
appearance on British television was not 
on a music show, but on the geek-science 
programme Tomorrow’s World in 1975, in 
which a breathless reporter explains that 
they have eliminated non-electronic 
instruments from their line-up, and that 
the next step is to replace their keyboards 
with “jackets with electronic lapels which 
can be played by touch.” 

The effect on Andy McCluskey of  
Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Dark, who 
saw Kraftwerk play in a half-empty venue 
in Liverpool, was immediate. Wolfgang 
Flür recalls that McCluskey came 
backstage after the concert:

“He said, ‘You know, guys, you have shown us 
the future. This is it. We throw away our 
guitars tomorrow, and buy all synthesisers.”

Dreaming of electric friends
by Andrew Curry

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-g28iyptz0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-g28iyptz0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-g28iyptz0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-g28iyptz0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oj2goij2j94
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oj2goij2j94
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EXPAND

The handbrake 
penetrates your thigh. 
Quick, let’s make love 
before you die.
The first Moogs were so expensive that 
only recording studios and rock stars could 
afford them; the Rolling Stones and 
George Harrison were early customers. 
The first uses by mainstream bands had 
been in the studio, as sources of sound 
design (for example on the Doors’ Strange 
Days), although more experimental 
synthesiser records such as Beaver & 
Krause’ Gandharva were also in 
circulation. In the UK, the synth was 
associated with ‘prog-rock’ bands, in 
particular Emerson, Lake and Palmer; 
Keith Emerson became a star customer of 
Moog & Co, and his performances on it 
fitted fluently into the ‘70s rock narratives 
about stars and technical mastery. Even 
the MiniMoog, launched in 1970 as a 
synthesiser suitable for live performance 
still cost $1,195 (something over $7,000 at 
present prices). 

By the late 1970s, punk had challenged 
the progressive rock sensibility. Even if the 
embryonic electronic community found 
punk music backward looking, punk was 
the shockwave that opened up the music 
industry, and the electronic community 
quickly picked up on its DIY attitude to 
open up a new aural space. On this 
reading, as Simon Reynolds argues in Rip 
It Up and Start Again, the most important 
singles of 1977 weren’t by the Clash or the 
Sex Pistols, but by Kraftwerk (‘Trans-
Europe Express’) and Donna Summer (‘I 
Feel Love’): "Moroder's electronic disco 
and Kraftwerk's serene synthpop conjured 
glistening visions of the Neu Europa - 
modern, forward-looking, and pristinely 
post-rock in the sense of having absolutely 
no debts to Amercian music."  

As importantly, prices were falling; a 
small synth, such as the MiniKorg 700S, 
cost about the same as a good electric 
guitar. Martyn Ware, then of The Human 
League, later of Heaven 17, bought his 
instead of buying a second-hand car. 
Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Dark got 
theirs through a catalogue, on weekly 
payments. Some saved money by building 
their own from kits: Chris Carter of 
Throbbing Gristle built his “Gristleisers” 
by following instructions in a copy of 
Practical Electronics. 

Changes like this happen when societies 
are in liminal moments, "betwixt and 
between." The electronic music culture  
benefitted from two such transitions: the 
first in the 60s on the West Coast of the 
United States, where synthesisers fitted 
into the exploratory San Francisco “head” 
culture, and the second in Britain in the 
'70s. In the interviews in Synth Britannia, 
the musicians talk about their experience 
of watching Dr. Who, Blake’s Seven and the 
Quatermass films, and reading (in 
particular) the work of the British writer 
J.G.Ballard, especially his 1973 novel Crash. 
A city such as Sheffield, a location for 
groups such as Cabaret Voltaire, the 
Human League and Heaven 17, was on the 
cusp of industrial decline: London, which 
had already de-industrialised, had suffered 
significant depopulation. The times were 
extreme. As Simon Reynolds observes:

“The post punk era begins with the 
paralysis and stagnation of left-liberal 
politics, seen as fatally compromised and 
failed. and ends with monetarist economic 
policy in the ascendant, mass 
unemployment and widening social 
divisions. Especially in the early years, 
1978-80, these dislocations produced a 
tremendous sense of dread and tension.” 

John Foxx, working in London’s East 
End, speaks of producing music for the 
empty city. “I wasn’t angry about it, in the 
way we’re supposed to be angry as punks. I just 
wanted to make music for it.” Reynolds 
describes Foxx's song ‘Underpass’ as a 

“Ballardian idea”, the “dystopian spectral 
city.” 

And Daniel Miller of The Normal wrote 
his single ‘Warm Leatherette’, later 
covered by Grace Jones, after reading 
Crash. “It wasn’t like science fiction, it felt 
like it was five minutes into the future, and I 
loved that aspect of it, that it was so 
outrageous and so possible at the same time.”

These were classic experimental 
communities, working at the edges, 
aware of each other, in that moment of 
innovation where there is little 
distinction between producers and 
consumers. It is an unstable moment, in 
which either a new cultural market is 
created, or the community dissolves.  

RECOVER

Just like a rainbow, you 
know you set me free.
In June 1979, a month after Margaret 
Thatcher was elected Prime Minister, as if 
from nowhere, Gary Numan and Tubeway 
Army were Number 1 with a song called 
“Are ‘Friends’	  Electric?”	  Numan had 
chanced upon a synthesiser in a studio 
where he was recording with his then-
punk band Tubeway Army. He had read 
Philip K. Dick and J.G.Ballard and written 
stories about a future London. He 
incorporated passages from these into his 
songs. “Are ‘Friends‘	  Electric,”	  whose long 
spoken passages contribute to the song's 
strangeness, is about humanoid robots 
that deliver personal services to the home. 
As he put it in an interview much later, “I 
had a No 1 single with a song about a 
robot prostitute and no one knew.”	  Other 
top ten electro hits followed from other 
groups.  

Nonetheless, the electro bands were 
largely ignored by the record industry 
majors. This helped the development of 
electronic music, because it meant that 
the labels that picked up the bands were 
fans, such as Tony Wilson of Factory, 

http://www.theguardian.com/music/2014/feb/18/how-we-made-are-friends-electric-gary-numan
http://www.theguardian.com/music/2014/feb/18/how-we-made-are-friends-electric-gary-numan
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Rough Trade, and Daniel Miller, both a 
performer and producer, who created his 
Mute label for his own work and started 
releasing the music other bands sent him. 
This made the community more robust. 

Miller signed Depeche Mode to Mute 
after seeing them perform, their four 
synths creating a bright poppy sound. 
When he went to see them, he noticed 
"their fans weren't watching the band, they 
were just dancing." Miller's judgement was 
correct, because Depeche Mode would be 
all over the pop charts in the 1980s, but 
the music press hated them. As one 
member of the band observed, “We’d do 
interviews with rock journalists and we’d have 
a big argument because they didn’t consider 
electronic music to be proper music.” 

Miller's view is that electronic music 
didn't fit into the music papers’ received 
idea of a band: “There’s something very un-
British about electronic music. They wanted 
bands to be like they were in the 60s, four guys, 
guitar, bass and drums, pretty lead singer, skinny 
jeans, and that’s really what sells newspapers.” 

But the music was also riding the wave 
of change. The electronic pioneers were 
mostly from working class backgrounds, 
but their music became the soundtrack for 
the "loads of money" culture ushered in by 
Thatcher's election. Heaven 17, their name 
taken from an imaginary group in A 
Clockwork Orange, tried to parody the 
culture by presenting themselves not as a 
group, but as a business enterprise, the 
British Electric Foundation, but this piece 
of conceptual art was not read by the 
audience with the same ironic intent. As 
Martyn Ware says in Synth Britannia, “It got 
taken on board by the aspirational yuppie 
culture of the early 80s as their theme tune. They 
completely missed the point of the song.”

Some electronic bands identified 
themselves more explicitly with the 
opposition to Thatcherite policies. 
Cabaret Voltaire had a political intent 
when they called their 1981 record Red 

Mecca. Richard H. Kirk says that the 
insurrection on the streets found its way 
into their music. “You took some heart from 
the fact that people were kicking back against 
the system, and were willing to take on the 
police.”

	  ADAPT

Everybody needs love 
and adventure, 
Everybody needs cash to 
spend
Tony Wilson, the owner of Factory 
Records, had told Andy McCluskey that 
his sound was the future of pop. Wilson 
was often ahead of his time, but 
McCluskey was horrified: “We said, ‘Pop? 
We’re experimental, German-influenced, we’re 
not pop at all.’ We couldn’t see it.”

But by the mid-1980s, a combination of 
further technology advances (such as 
samplers and emulators) and further 
experimentation had dragged synth pop 
into the mainstream. The second wave 
sounded more like electronic soul. The 
Human League added two teenage women 
singers spotted in a club in Sheffield as 
they recorded Dare, which sold five million 
copies. A succession of duos combined 
“fire and ice,” a synth sound with a warm 
singer: Yazoo, the Eurythmics, Soft Cell, 
the Pet Shop Boys. 

In their different ways all of these 
groups sounded more familiar to the 
mainstream while preserving the 
sensibilities of the earlier 
experimentation. The Eurythmics 
maintained the DIY attitude by recording 
“Sweet Dreams” in the basement. As 
Midge Ure of Ultravox observed, “It was 
the first time ever that someone could make a 
record on their own.” Depeche Mode, 
mocked as teenypop performers, made 
Construction Time Again, built around 
sampling the sounds of ‘80s London’s 

construction boom. Similarly, in their first 
single, ‘West End Girls’, Neil Tennant and 
Chris Lowe of the Pet Shop Boys looked 
to reflect the sound of the city, in the same 
way that Throbbing Gristle had done, but 
so you could dance to it. “The idea was to 
take real life sounds and make it danceable. We 
were the last of the line that started with the 
Human League,” says Tennant.  

What happened next, of course, was the 
return of rock, while electronic music 
became the sound of the dancefloor (think 
of ‘Blue Monday’). In the documentary, 
Andy McCluskey says, ruefully, “Towards 
the end of the ‘80s, and even worse in the 
mid-90s, everybody decides that guitars are back 
in and synthesisers are old-fashioned, and you 
get Oasis.” 

If this future seems distant to us now, 
it’s because, in the 21st century, electronic 
music is everywhere. It is hard to imagine 
what the world sounded like without it. It 
is possible, if difficult, to imagine a world 
in which producing electronic music was a 
struggle, culturally and technically. But it 
is all but impossible to understand what 
other people’s images of the future meant 
to them, because, with hindsight, as the 
future slides through the present into the 
past, we know what happened next. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=69Wjc6QYuKI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=69Wjc6QYuKI
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Warm Leatherette, by The 
Normal. 1977. Written after 

reading The Crash, by J.G.  
Ballard.

The Clockwork Orange 
Main Theme,  by W. 
Carlos. 1971. 

Electricity, by Orchestral 
Manoeuvres in the Dark. 
1979. OMD’s first single.  

Just Can’t Get Enough, 
by Depeche Mode. 

1981. Synth-pop hits 
the mainstream.  

Spread The Virus, by 
Cabaret Voltaire. 1981. 
From Red Mecca. 

Andrew Curry works as a 
futurist in London. He is the 
editor of Compass. 

Man Machine, by 
Kraftwerk. 1978. Live 
version that captures 

their sense of ‘anti-pop’.

West End Girls, by The 
Pet Shop Boys. 1983. A 
club hit first time around, 
went to No. 1 when re-
released in 1986. 

United by Throbbing 
Gristle. 1978. Their first 

release. 

Are  ‘Friends’ Electric, by 
Gary Numan/Tubeway 

Army. 1979. It sold a 
million copies and went to 

No. 1. 

Penthouse and 
Pavement, by Heaven 17. 
1981. Title track of the 
LP, with the original 
video, showing their 
‘group as business’ 
concept. 

Underpass, by John 
Foxx.  1980. ‘A dystopian 
view of a spectral city.’

▶Click on the song title to launch the video
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